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Abstract Millennials are struggling to meet current financial challenges. As we strive to improve financial capability in future generations, it is important that we look to the
primary source of financial education: parents. This qualitative, multigenerational study explored what Millennials
and their parents and grandparents (N = 153) wish they had
been taught about finances by their parents, as well as what
parents and grandparents wish they had taught their children.
Thematic content coding of the interviews revealed three
core “I Wish” themes: “Practical Knowledge,” “Financial
Stewardship,” and “Open Communication.” These findings
can assist researchers, family life educators, financial educators, parents, and future parents to enhance the financial
education provided by parents in the home.
Keywords Financial socialization · Financial education ·
Parenting · Family finance · Millennials · Emerging adults ·
Qualitative

Introduction
We have a societal-level problem: Today’s emerging adults
(Millennials) are struggling with financial literacy (Lusardi
et al. 2010). They are wrestling to acquire the necessary
financial capabilities and are significantly delaying transitioning from financial dependence to financial independence
(Xiao et al. 2014). Financial independence is an essential criterion for entering adulthood (Arnett 2000), and Millennials’
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delay of adulthood has a potentially deleterious effect on the
economy and on society as a whole.
The heart of this problem is that Millennials lack essential financial knowledge. Numerous studies have found that
higher levels of financial knowledge are associated with
more positive financial behaviors and financial well-being
(Hilgert et al. 2003; Hira 2012; Huston 2012). In contrast,
lack of financial knowledge is associated with many negative
personal, family, and societal problems (Britt and Huston
2012; Dew 2007, 2011; Gudmunson et al. 2007; Hira 2012;
Xiao et al. 2014).
The key to remedy this lack of financial knowledge is by
providing financial education: the earlier in life, the better.
Much of the current financial education research has been
focused on financial education programs in public schools
(Sherraden et al. 2011). As is evident by the financial struggle experienced by Millennials, however, these financial
education programs are not solutions in and of themselves.
Perhaps it is important to shift the primary financial education focus from academic-based programs and classes to
what has been proven to be a more influential source: parents
(Grinstein-Weiss et al. 2012; Jorgensen and Savla 2010).
Studies have indicated that parental modeling and teaching has been associated with the most positive, impactful,
and long-lasting financial attitudes and behaviors of emerging adults (Jorgensen and Savla 2010; Kim and Chatterjee
2013).
Financial education should be of particular importance to
parents, mainly because they are often the ones who end up
paying, literally, for the lack of financial capability and independence of their children. According to Settersten and Ray
(2010), on average, families spend about 10% of their annual
income supporting children between the ages of 18–21. Perhaps this burden could be reduced if emerging adults better
understood financial management. Indeed, parents can play
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an irreplaceable role in helping their children to understand
these concepts.
What do Millennials wish their parents had taught them
about finances? The purpose of this paper is to begin to
explore this question. Our study utilized a sample of 128 students, 18 of their parents, and 7 of their grandparents. Participants were interviewed regarding their retrospective perceptions of what their parents taught them about finances, and,
for parents and grandparents, what they taught their children about finances. Although the interviews were initially
strengths-based, we began to notice that many respondents
would express “I wish…” statements indicating what they
wish their parents had taught them (or what they wish they
had taught their children) but unfortunately did not. After
noticing this interesting pattern, we began asking about
regrets more purposefully in the interviews. Our intention
in exploring this topic is certainly not to censure parents and
highlight their shortcomings related to their financial education methods, but instead to inform them, researchers, and
financial educators by bringing to light some of the reasons
Millennials may lack financial capability and independence.

Literature Review
There is a growing concern regarding financial literacy and
financial behavior among the rising generation (Babiarz and
Robb 2014; Lusardi et al. 2010). Traditionally, there has
seemed to be a learning curve regarding financial literacy for
the young as they learn from financial mistakes and experience. However, financial difficulties and harmful practices
seem to be increasing, particularly among emerging adults
(Clarke et al. 2005; Jorgensen and Savla 2010; Lusardi et al.
2010). Financial competency test scores continue to decline
(Jorgensen and Savla 2010), national student loan debt continues to increase (Reed and Cochrane 2012), and emerging adults are the fastest growing group of bankruptcy filers
(US Congress Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs 2002).
A review of literature presents a strong case that parents have played a vital role in their children’s financial
capability (Chowa and Despard 2014; Clarke et al. 2005;
Jorgensen and Savla 2010; Kim et al. 2011; Lusardi et al.
2010). Studies have shown that parents have a significant
influence on their children’s financial knowledge (Tang and
Peter 2015), financial attitudes (Jorgensen and Savla 2010),
and financial behaviors (Grinstein-Weiss et al. 2012, 2011).
Serido and colleagues (2010) found that quality financial
communication from parents not only led to higher financial
well-being but was also associated with higher psychological and personal well-being. Emerging adults reported that
they felt more prepared for financial responsibilities if they
were modeled in the home (Clarke et al. 2005), however,
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one study showed that parents may believe that it was not
their responsibility to teach finances to their children (Jorgensen and Savla 2010). The discrepancies found within the
Millennial generation’s financial capability may be largely
mitigated for future generations through correct parental
modeling and teaching, but parents need to first be educated
on the responsibility they have to teach their children about
finances as well as what financial principles to teach their
children.
Social learning theory (Bandura and Walters 1963) provides some explanation for why parents play such a large
role in their children’s financial beliefs and behaviors. Children learn financial practices and attitudes by watching their
parents use money and then imitating what they observe.
This social learning approach is reflected in Gudmunson
and Danes’ (2011) family financial socialization model,
which suggests that family processes influence financial
behavior and wellbeing. Behavioristic approaches to learning theory would also add that children and emerging adults
learn financial principles through experience, dealing with
rewards and punishments for their personal financial decisions (Otto 2013). Sadly, without much financial modeling
or overt financial teaching in the home (Clarke et al. 2005),
many emerging adults are having to gain financial literacy
the “hard way,” i.e., through behaviorist means. Finally,
cognitive developmental structuralist theory argues that
developmental stages can be observed in a child’s economic
thinking (Otto 2013). This suggests that emerging adults
may not be fully developed in their economic thinking, offering insight as to why they are struggling financially. These
theories add valuable pieces to the puzzle of Millennials’
economic behavior.
With the increasing gap between where Millennials’
financial knowledge should be and where it actually is,
many researchers have taken a vested interest in this particular issue. A small but important niche of researchers
focus on financial education taking place within families.
This is important because it explores what parents are actually modeling for and teaching their children. For example,
LeBaron and colleagues (2016) described four main principles that are essential to financial education within families: the importance of financial vision, hard work, money
management knowledge (i.e. budgeting, saving, avoiding
debt), and generosity. Additionally, Clarke and colleagues
(2005) described the important yet different roles mothers
and fathers play in modeling financial principles for their
children, such as the principles of budgeting and saving for
mothers and financial tasks for fathers.
Other researchers have investigated in what specific areas
of finance these Millennials seem to be lacking knowledge
(Anderson and Card 2015; Brougham et al. 2011). This
approach is instructive in that it helps financial educators get
a better idea of where to focus curricula. For example, less
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than one-third of young adults have a basic understanding
of interest rates, inflation, and risk diversification (Lusardi
et al. 2010).
These research questions have shed light on the subject of
financial education and the need for its further development.
Our research approach is to go directly to the source, Millennials themselves, in order to gain a more complete picture
of what they wish they knew financially. Additionally, we
employ a multigenerational approach in order to gain greater
clarity and understanding of these Millennials’ experiences
in their families. What and how do Millennials and their
parents and grandparents wish they had been taught about
finances from their parents? What and how do the parents
and grandparents of Millennials wish they had taught their
children about finances? We hope that these multigenerational insights will be helpful in enhancing financial education initiatives, particularly within families.

Methods
This paper is part of a larger study, the Whats and Hows
of Family Financial $ocialization project (LeBaron et al.
2016). The purpose of this multi-generational, qualitative
project is to better understand what and how parents are
teaching their children about finances.
Sample
The convenience sample for this study (N = 153 participants) included 128 undergraduate students (ages 18–30)
enrolled in family finance classes at a private university in
the Intermountain West, a public university in the Midwest,
and a state university in the Southwest. Additionally, 18 parents and 7 grandparents of students were also interviewed,
thereby providing reports and perspectives from three generations (college student, her/his parent, her/his grandparent).
This resulted in a total of 7 student, parent, and grandparent
triads, as well as 11 additional student and parent dyads.
We felt this approach would be informative and valuable
in addressing our research question, considering Handel’s
(1996) observation that “No [single] member of any family
is a sufficient source of information for that family” (p. 346).
The sample was 63% female (97 of 153) and 37% male
(56 of 153). The racial composition of the sample was 71%
(108 of 153) White and 29% (45 of 153) ethnic and/or racial
minority (including African American, Asian, Latino/a, and
Pacific Islander) individuals.
Procedures
Qualitative interviews were conducted by trained team members either face-to-face or over-the-phone. All interviews
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were conducted in a research office on a university’s campus,
with the majority of interviews lasting 15–30 min. Interview questions asked participants specifically what financial principles were taught by their parents and how those
principles were taught. All interviews began with variations
of two open-ended questions: (1) “What did your parents
teach you about money?” and (2) “How did they teach you
those things?” Follow-up questions were then asked to
extract further information from the participant based on
their responses. Parent and grandparent interviews generally
ran slightly longer than the student interviews, usually lasting between 30 and 60 min. In addition to the previous two
questions, parent and grandparent interviews also focused on
(1) “What did you teach your children about money?” and
(2) “How did you teach those things?” Although the purpose
of the interviews was initially to focus on beneficial principles and practices that were taught, the researchers began
to notice that the participants were, without any prompting,
making comments such as, “I wish my parents would have
taught me more about ________.” Because of this obvious
trend in the interview phase, we began asking participants
what they wish their parents would have taught them, and,
for parents and grandparents, what they wish they would
have taught their children.
All 150 interviews (one interview was composed of a
married student pair, another both parents, and a third both
grandparents) were recorded and transcribed verbatim. The
data were then coded as explained in the next section.
Coding and Analyses
In order to produce “more valid, reliable, and rigorous qualitative research” (Marks 2015, p. 494) we decided to use a
team-based approach to qualitative data collection, analysis,
and coding (for detailed explanation, see Marks 2015). The
strategies which contributed to greater reliability include (a)
developing a detailed audit trail for sampling, questionnaire
usage, and qualitative coding that demonstrate and provide a
“replicable method of inquiry” (p. 499); (b) building a qualitative research team that engages diverse team members; and
(c) coding the data in coding pairs with a focus on inter-rater
reliability that allows for multiple voices but “tempers the
idiosyncrasies [and biases] of any single member” (p. 502).
The research team divided into five coding pairs to analyze the data. Both members of each pair independently
open coded each interview and then met together to review
(line-by-line) their open codes in a check and balance system, resolving discrepancies as they arose. Composite interrater reliability was exceptionally high, slightly over 0.90,
with discrepancies as incidents in which coding partners
had varying independent coding and could not completely
agree on a resolution. The coded excerpts were tracked using
NVivo 11 qualitative software. In the team-based method we
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Table 1  Numeric content
analysis
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Theme

# References

# Sources

% Interviews

Average #
Ref. per Int.

Practical knowledge
Financial stewardship
Open communication
Total

270
81
117
468

122
51
70
127

96.1
40.2
55.1
100

2.1
0.6
0.9
3.7

Calculations were made based on the 127 interviews that mentioned “I wish,” not the 153 total interviews
conducted in the larger study

employed, only emergent themes that were repeatedly identified and documented by all team members were “designated with the carefully reserved appellation of core theme”
(Marks 2015, p. 503, emphasis in original).
Of the 153 people interviewed, 127 mentioned something
they wish they had taught or been taught. As our team coded
the interviews, we identified three (consensus) core themes
relating to “I Wish” (Table 1). Those three core themes will
be presented along with supportive and illustrative data in
the Findings section, next.

Findings
The following three themes represent many of the “I
wish…” expressions from the 150 interviews of Millennials
and their parents and grandparents. The first theme (Practical Knowledge: “They never taught me how to budget”)
addresses financial information they reportedly wished they
had taught or had been taught more thoroughly. Theme 2
(Financial Stewardship: “I didn’t get tons of opportunities
to budget my own money”) addresses financial experiences, opportunities, and responsibilities many participants
seemed to feel they had missed. The third and final theme
(Open Communication: “I’ve never seen my parents’ budget
or heard them talk about it”) captures apparent reports of
squandered opportunities to teach via parental modeling of
wise financial behavior and meta-discussion. Although parents and grandparents referenced all three themes, references
to the latter two themes were less common.
Theme 1—Practical Knowledge: “They Never Taught
Me How to Budget”
The analyzed data from our participants repeatedly featured
reports that many seemed to wish their parents had taught
them more practical financial knowledge such as how to
budget, how to file taxes, and how to wisely save and invest
money. This first and most common theme was mentioned
270 times, an average of 2.1 references per interview. Further, this theme was found in 122 of the 127 “I wish” interviews (96.1%). While many participants mentioned one or

two topics that they wished they knew more about, some
seemed to express deep frustration with their glaring lack of
financial education, knowledge, and abilities. Nicole1 (White
mother) said, “I don’t remember my parents ever really specifically teaching anything [about money].” Kayli (White
female Millennial) exclaimed,
…in this [family finance] class, I’m like, “What the
heck! Why didn’t I even know about this?”…I know
this is stupid, but some of it I had no idea [about]. I
was like, “I’ve never heard about this!”
When asked specifically about investing, Stephanie
(White female Millennial) reported, “I didn’t even know
what [investing] meant until…a family finance class. [My
parents] have invested my dad’s whole career, and they know
how to do it, but they never…passed that on to [me].”
Often, participants understood basic financial principles
but had not reportedly received instruction on how to put
them into practice. For example, Jessica (White female Millennial) explained, “[I wish I knew] the mechanics of how
everything worked. [My parents] told [me] that everything
was on autopay. But I wouldn’t know how to pay a bill or
to even set [autopay] up.” Marisa (White female Millennial) said, “I felt like I understood basic financial principles, but there were other, more adult-like principles that
I hadn’t learned from my parents…I don’t want to make
unwise decisions.”
This repeatedly referenced lack of financial knowledge
often seemed to translate into a subsequent lack of financial confidence, as described by Hayley (White female
Millennial).
Things like buying a house [and insurance] kind of
freak me out, [and] I haven’t really had to do taxes by
myself yet. So that kind of stuff I don’t feel very good
at yet…I’m a little nervous right now.
Many participants seemed to express that they did not
feel as confident in managing their finances as they could

1

All participant names have been replaced with pseudonyms in order
to protect participant anonymity.
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have had they been taught more practical financial knowledge while they were young. For example, John (White male
Millennial) said,
[My parents taught me] basic principles at a young
age, and then as I got older they taught me a little bit
more, but I still don’t think they taught me a ton about
more complex things like we’re learning in [the family
finance] class, more applicable stuff in life. I think I
had to learn a lot of it on my own.
Multiple participants cited their parents’ lack of practical
knowledge as a probable reason they missed key aspects of
a family-based financial education. Matt (White male Millennial) said, “I don’t really know that [my parents] could’ve
taught me any more based on what they knew. So I think
to help me they could have put in the time and education
[to learn more themselves].” Nate (White male Millennial)
noted,
If my parents had the education they needed…they
wouldn’t have made poor financial decisions, and it
wouldn’t have affected our family as much as it did and
put that stress on us. I think from my parents’ perspective, they were scared to admit that they didn’t know
about finances. It was too overwhelming to even talk
about the bills. [Healthy] finances bring power, they
bring security, they help you provide for your family,
[but] if you’re stressed about finances, that can affect
your family in a very negative way.
In addition to possessing financial content knowledge,
Tyrone’s (Black male Millennial) reported experience underscored the idea that in order for parents to adequately teach
their children, they must first be present. Specifically, he
lamented, “I learned later on that my dad is really good at
financing but since he wasn’t there, it kinda screwed me
over.” Participants seemed to believe that before parents can
give their children adequate financial education, they must
first be financially knowledgeable and capable themselves,
and then be sufficiently present (both literally and educationally) for their knowledge to be transmitted and conveyed
through both modeling and teaching.
One of the financial topics participants most frequently
reported that they wished their parents had better taught
them was budgeting. When asked whether she felt confident
about her financial capability, Anna (Asian female Millennial) replied,
No, because I have never seen my parents budget, and
they never taught me how to budget, so that was a huge
problem. Learning how to live below my income and
learning how to sacrifice some and save…it’s hard.
Neal (White male Millennial) lamented that being taught
the basics of “budgeting would have saved me a lot of time
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and money…” Elle (White female Millennial) explained her
view:
I think that [budgeting] is honestly the root of all
financial things because it helps you prevent from
overspending and it’s just good to keep track of everything you’re doing…I think that [budgeting is] really
important.
Some participants apparently felt that if their parents had
taught them more about using a frugal budget to avoid debt,
they would be in a different place financially. When discussing debt, Kurt (White father) said,
That’s [a principle] I [was not taught by] my parents…
When I went to college I was kind of like, “Oh, they’re
going to give me student loans? Awesome!”…but [my
wife and I] look back and think, “We could probably
have lived on half [of what we borrowed].”
Another repeatedly referenced principle on participants’
“I wish” list was saving (and/or investing) money. Kurt
(White father) said of retirement savings,
[I wish my parents had taught me to] save early. I never
really had a savings account until my working professional years [when] I [discovered that] if you start
saving for your retirement when you are 22 as opposed
to when you are 40, the difference of the amount of
money you would have saved up [is] huge! It’s massive!…[That’s the one thing] I wish I was taught when
I was younger…It’s a lot easier if you start that process
young.
Similarly, when asked what he wished his parents had
taught him, Charlie (White male Millennial) explained,
Saving. That was one [thing] I never even did with
my money. I always just spent it frivolously, except
for when I needed something, [in which case] I would
save up…But those were just minor occurrences,
rather than getting a long-term 10% of [my] money
saved every single month. So I wish they would have
emphasized that. I wish they would have emphasized
the ins and outs [of consistent saving]…
Along with saving, participants often mentioned gaps
in practical knowledge regarding investing. Lance (White
male Millennial) lamented, “I didn’t learn about the time
value of money until I got to college. It hurts a little bit to
think that if I was able to save all [my growing up] years
that it could have been compounding.” Zoey (White female
Millennial) described her concern: “I am really nervous…
because I know I want to invest, but I have no idea where
to start.” Additionally, many parents and grandparents
expressed regret that they did not teach their children this
financial knowledge. Victoria (White mother) seemed to
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recognize her weakness in teaching about investing as well
as the multigenerational nature of financial education when
she admitted,
One thing that [my husband and I] haven’t done [is
teach our children] about investing and stocks. Our
work [invests] for us…I wish I knew more about that
to teach our kids to invest…I should know more about
that [so I can] help them…[Our parents] didn’t [teach]
us [about investing either].
Kurt (White father) shared a similar account of his
apparent deficit in teaching his children about investing that
highlights how parents’ financial education efforts (or lack
thereof) can be similar across generations:
On the investing side, [our children] know that Mom
and Dad are saving for retirement, but we have not
talked to them about, “You know, as soon as you can
get $1,000 saved, put it in an IRA. Add a little bit here
or there, start when you’re 21.” We haven’t done that…
So in that part we have been lacking…Because my
parents never went to college, retirement savings was
never really in [their] plan. But now it is for us…
Although many discussed wishing they had taught or
been taught more regarding saving and investing, some participants wished that their parents had taught them or that
they had taught their children to spend more. For example,
Gus (White grandfather) reflected,
[My parents] should’ve taught me to loosen up a little bit. I was pretty tight. I didn’t wanna throw money
around, and I was pretty pinchy. I didn’t treat my wife
with enough dresses…my focus was to not spend too
much money. So maybe I was too much of a saver.
Audrey (White female Millennial) expressed a similar
sentiment and then explained this reasoning:
It’s a bad thing to be an extreme saver because then
you miss out on the enjoyment you could have in life.
The purpose of money is to pay for your needs but also
to do good things with it…You can set aside money for
fun things and not feel guilty.
Lily (Asian female Millennial) described a reportedly
unnecessary fear she developed regarding finances:
I remember I had this fear of credit cards and investments because my grandparents had investments in a
condo and it went [bad]. And so I just heard that story
and then when I came into the finance class I was like,
“Investments are good?! Credit cards [can be] OK?!”
So I learned to save, but I didn’t know how to use
[money] well. So I’d just keep it in my savings account
and think, “OK, just stay there. It’ll be OK.”
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Perhaps some of the fears expressed by participants could
have been overcome or at least ameliorated had their parents
given them financial stewardship, as described in the next
theme.
Theme 2—Financial Stewardship: “I Didn’t Get Tons
of Opportunities to Budget My Own Money”
The second recurring theme in the interview data was that
participants wished they had given, and been given, more
financial stewardship or responsibility. This theme was mentioned 81 times, an average of 0.6 references per interview.
While less prevalent, some parents and grandparents correspondingly reported that they wish they had given more
financial responsibility to their children during the formative
years.
Specifically, participants reportedly wished they had been
given chances to work for their own money, get a job, and
save for their own purchases. They wished their parents had
entrusted them with greater responsibility and flexibility
regarding financial decisions early on so that they would be
more comfortable and confident in making those decisions
as emerging adults. For example, Colton (White male Millennial) expressed,
[My parents] set up [a bank] account for me…but I
didn’t quite know what was mine or what my responsibilities were exactly. So when I was making that transition from dependence to independence financially, it
would’ve been nice to be the one [who had taken] the
initiative…[I wish] they would have taught me how to
establish my account or let me have the opportunity to
do it by myself so I was fully responsible.
Many participants seemed to express that the financial
knowledge their parents taught them was not effective in
instilling financial capability because they were not given
opportunity to apply what they learned first-hand. Henry
(White male Millennial) said,
I struggled [for] a long time with really basic things
such as the difference between debit and credit…I feel
like it’s partly because [my parents] didn’t teach [me].
Well, they tried to, but I’d just forget the things [they
taught] because I didn’t have a debit or credit card, so
[I couldn’t] actually start applying it.
Similarly, Erika (White female Millennial) said,
I remember my parents sitting down with us and
going through their budget. So we learned how much
my dad makes in a month, how much they put their
money towards everything, and that was a big eye
opener for me. I realized how much things cost and
how expensive everything is and that it’s good to
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budget so you know how much money is going different places. But I didn’t get tons of opportunities
to budget my own money. [My parents] didn’t really
help me do that…I wish they did because I wish I
had saved more than I did.
She continued, “I wish that [my parents] had given me
more opportunities to spend money. They told [my siblings and me] how they spent their money, but they didn’t
really help us learn…how to spend [ours].” While it may
be important for parents to teach children about finances
and share their own financial experiences, if children are
not given opportunities to manage their own finances, they
may not internalize the principles and enact the practices
taught.
According to participant reports, a key part of learning
to manage finances effectively involved opportunities to
contribute money toward an item or event. Pete (White
male Millennial) remembered,
I never had to pay for gas or car insurance, and
maybe [it] would have been beneficial for [my parents] to have allowed me to…at least contribut[e]
to something. Of course I had to get good grades to
have the privileges, but it would have been nice to
have them help me contribute because I feel like as
you learn to manage money [when you’re] younger,
you’ll make less mistakes when you’re older. I think
that would have been helpful for me.
While we may presume that this Millennial’s parents had
good intentions in paying for all of his driving expenses, perhaps employing a system that required him to pay part of the
expenses would have helped him learn crucial money management skills. Charlie (White male Millennial) expressed
his thoughts about children contributing financially as follows: “My parents just paid for [everything]— my [church]
mission, all the weddings in the family,…I wonder if [these
events] would have meant more to me [had I] learn[ed] the
process of saving that kind of money.” Lucia (Hispanic
female Millennial) also connected personal financial contribution to valuing an item or event:
[My parents] could have [encouraged my siblings and
me to pay] for things…ourselves so we could feel more
responsible about the things we had. We would value it
more. Instead of them giving us a lot of things because
they feel like…“I never had this, so I want to give
you this”…I [wish they had held] off a little bit and
[encouraged us to] raise half [the money ourselves].
In addition to paying for items or events, participants
reportedly wished that their parents had given them firsthand experience with debt and loans while they were
young. Stephanie (White female Millennial) said,
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When I was 15, I started a lawn aeration business…I
went to start [the] business, my parents paid for the
machine, and I paid them back. But, I would so much
rather have had them help me take a loan out from an
established bank or whatever and then pay it off myself
so that I could learn the real process…it would have
helped me to venture out on my own.
As this Millennial proposed, perhaps teaching children
how borrowed money works by providing them with realworld experiences may help foster financial independence.
Amber (White female Millennial) told how she was not
held accountable for debt:
…one thing [my parents] did not teach [my siblings
and me] very well [was to pay] people back. In high
school I had a car and didn’t have to pay for it except
for gas, which is like a free car. I was a bad driver
and crashed it a few times. This has happened with
all my siblings, and we were supposed to pay [my
parents] back for the repairs or increase in premiums.
But they never really followed through on that, and I
know that we haven’t paid my parents back for all the
accidents…I think it is really important to [hold your
children accountable and to teach them to] pay people
back when you borrow something from them.
Some participants, such as Stephanie (White female Millennial), also mentioned that they wished their parents had
given them the opportunity to financially invest while they
were still young:
I wish [my parents] would have taught [my siblings
and me] about investing and had us start investing at an
early age…I think starting at even eight or nine years
old would be good. Then [we] could learn that terminology starting young. I think the amount of knowledge and growth that you could learn in that decade
[from eight to eighteen] would be really great and put
you ahead in life.
Other participants seemed to express regret that their
parents did not encourage them to work harder or get a job.
Amber (White female Millennial) reflected, “I would just
ask my parents for money, and they would give it to me
without [making me work]. I don’t think that was a good
thing. I felt spoiled.” The interviewer then asked if Amber
hoped to do it differently if she became a parent, to which
she replied, “Yes. If [my children] want money, I will say,
‘Oh, go clean my car’ or something.” Erika (White female
Millennial) similarly stated, “I think it may have been good
to have [me work more]…I think it’s lucky that [I’m] not
lazy.”
While some participants discussed the lack of a homeinstilled work ethic, other participants reportedly wished
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they had more experience with outside-the-home employment as well. Hayley (White female Millennial) described
the source of her apparent anxiety about her financial future:
[I was] never allowed to have a job growing up, and
I always wanted a job…[My parents] never [let me
work] because…we always just had what we needed…
[They continued to support me through college but]
they’re not going to be supporting me once I leave college, which is pretty soon. I kind of feel scared about
that…I don’t feel fully prepared…I was [always] just
given everything…I’m really nervous about that.
Jed (Asian male Millennial) summarized, “I wish [my
parents had] taught me a little more [about]…what I could
have done with the money…I wish my parents [had told]
me [that] the choice [was] up to me…” While a hunger for
additional responsibility seemed to be frequently expressed,
a few participants reportedly wished they had given or been
given stricter guidelines for managing finances. For example, Janice (White mother) said,
I wish I had [laid] down more guidelines when I gave
[my daughter a] credit card…I was shocked that she
went out and spent $500 buying shoes. So I learned
with the next one, when I gave him another credit card;
he only had a $500 balance maximum on it…[I had
been] adding them to my account, so she could have
done a lot [of] damage…
Similarly, Naomi (Black female Millennial) expressed,
I wish that I would have learned to be more [financially] responsible younger, like when I was…living
at home with [my mom]. [I wish she had] not giv[en]
me exactly what I wanted all the time because now
it’s hard.
Most participants seemed to feel that children should be
given age-appropriate responsibility. And, overall, most participants reportedly wished they had been given more financial responsibility, stewardship, and opportunities for firsthand contribution and employment when they were children.
Catherine (White female Millennial) explained, “I think
that [practice using money] gives kids confidence to make
their own financial decisions.” Perhaps children will handle
financial responsibility better if their parents more transparently share how they handle their own finances, an idea
explored in the third and final theme, next.
Theme 3—Open Communication: “I’ve Never Seen My
Parents’ Budget or Heard Them Talk About It”
The third and final theme we found captures participants’
wishes that their parents had more openly communicated
with them about the family’s finances. This theme was
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mentioned 117 times, an average of 0.9 references per interview. Charlie (White male Millennial) said, “I wish [my
parents] would have [been]…more open about the family
finances because it was always just a big mystery.” By contrast, parents and grandparents rarely mentioned that they
wished they had been more open with their children—this
“wish” was dominated by Millennials mentioning what they
wish they had received. Millennials reportedly wished their
parents had facilitated sit-down lessons or family councils
to discuss the family’s finances. They wished their parents
had shared with them their budget, income vs. expenditures,
retirement plan, debt, investments, etc. For example, Audrey
(White female Millennial) said, “I wish I would have known
more about how [my parents] pay taxes or [pay] the bills or
how our family’s finances were going—or even [our] debts
and how we’d pay th[em].” Participants seemed to wish that
finances had been more of an ongoing, open conversation
over the years. They apparently felt that they could have
been better prepared for their own financial futures had they
learned about their parents’ finances. Kylie (White female
Millennial) expressed her feelings:
Even though in this day and age…[we can] go Google
something, I think that…especially for [a topic so]
important and personal…it’s good for…parents to talk
with [their child] about [finances] because. .. their personal experiences can be helpful for their child.
One aspect that participants wished their parents had been
more open about was family income. Ryan (White male Millennial) recalled, “I didn’t know what [my parents’] salary
was or how much was in their savings account…I kind of
wish I knew more about that…I really have no clue about it.”
Charlie (White male Millennial) remembered,
[My parents] wouldn’t even tell me how much my
dad made…I would ask when I was little…and they
wouldn’t tell me until I was like 17 or 18…It was very
closed book…My dad’s a software engineer so I just
googled [the] average salary of a software engineer.
I’m like, “Dad, do you make this much money?” and
he’s like, “Yes, I do.”…If I ever asked, “How much do
we owe on the house?” it was all hush hush…
Some participants seemed to express that a lack of knowledge about their family’s finances caused them unnecessary
stress and concern. For example, Vienna (White female Millennial) said,
I remember [my family] would go to Costco, and I
would see so many things in the cart and think, “Where
does this money come from?” not understanding that
someone’s working for this, [that] that’s why Dad goes
to work. He gets that money, and there’s enough…
[It] would have been…helpful to understand the whole
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making-and-spending process. It would have helped
me in my anxiety.

seen my parents’ budget or heard them talk about it,
so that’s completely foreign to me.

Amy (White female Millennial) offered her thoughts
for parents who, for one reason or another, do not wish to
divulge to their children exactly how much they make:

While Millennial participants acknowledged that their
parents may have withheld financial information from
them because the family’s financial situation was less than
ideal, participants apparently wished that their parents had
involved them in getting through these hard times together.
For example, Matt (White male Millennial) recalled,

It’s…important to not feel uncomfortable [when talking to your children about the family’s finances]. I
know that my dad sometimes feels uncomfortable
when we ask about his finances. He says, “I don’t
want to tell you how much I make.” He’s pretty private about that. That’s fine. But, I think there are ways
that you can open up and be more open to having those
conversations without saying things that make you
feel uncomfortable. Like, if your kid asks about how
much the house costs, then you don’t necessarily have
to explain, “Our house is this much,” but you could
still explain what a mortgage is and that kind of thing.
Many Millennial participants wished their parents had
told them how much they make, at least approximately.
Based on the interviews, perhaps open communication about
family income can prevent unnecessary stress and act as a
teaching tool.
Participants also expressed regret that their parents had
not been more open with them about the family budget. Sara
(White female Millennial) said,
I never knew how [my parents] made a budget for
themselves. I think that would have been interesting
as a child to see, “Oh, my parents spend this much
on food” or whatever. I know they kept a budget…it
would have been interesting to see that…
Some participants seemed to feel that candor regarding
the family’s finances could have served as a helpful example
to go hand-in-hand with financial knowledge taught. Jessica (White female Millennial) remembered, “I think [my
parents] have a budget, [but] I was never involved in that
process. We talked about budgeting but not really in specific
terms. They just advised us to use a budget.” Heather (White
female Millennial) said, “In high school…I wanted to know
…how much to put towards each category of a budget. I wish
[my parents] would’ve taught me those things and how they
decided what goes to what.” Several of those interviewed
seemed to describe how their parents’ lack of open communication regarding budgeting has negatively impacted their
own financial capability and independence. Jacob (White
male Millennial) stated,
I…want to emphasize [that family finance] really
wasn’t a common topic in [our] home. It was almost
taboo…and really wasn’t discussed with the kids
much…I am having to learn a lot of things on my
own, which has cost me financially…I’ve never even
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[My parents] didn’t talk about [finances] very much,
which I think could have been one of the problems. I
just knew that there was a large amount of debt…So
as far as my actual involvement in the family finances,
it was very little.
Similarly, Maria (Hispanic female Millennial) expressed,
I wish that [my parents had]…talked to me a little bit
more about [their financial situation]…I feel like [they]
kind of hid it. I knew we were struggling…so I wish
they would’ve communicated to me what was going
on…because I felt like I was kind of thrown at the
wolves.…I think I would’ve been more understanding
of it all if they had talked to me about it.
Participants seemed to believe that they could have helped
their parents and that greater involvement could have had a
positive impact on their own financial capability and independence later on. Tia (Black female Millennial) shared,
[My mom] kept us in the dark because she didn’t want
us to know that we didn’t have enough…She wanted it
to be hidden so we didn’t have to worry about [things,
but] I wish she would have explained because then
I could have helped more…[And] knowing what my
parents went through would have prepared me for the
do’s and don’t’s of finances.
In conjunction with budgeting, several participants also
mentioned that they wished their parents had included them
in the processes of setting and reaching family financial
goals. When asked how open her parents had been with her
regarding the family’s finances, Stephanie (White female
Millennial) responded,
[They told me] almost nothing. They were pretty
closed-doored about it. There were no sit-down meetings about family budgeting or the money it costs to go
on a vacation. It would have been nice to have a family
goal to pitch into, [like to] save up for a family vacation so that the vacation felt more rewarding for us.
That would have made us appreciate it as much as our
parents did…Kids don’t need to know everything, but
they at least need to know what is going on and at least
have a common goal between parents and children that
can help achieve something…
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Amber (White female Millennial) said,
[My parents] never told us kids about their financial
state. They were just more private about it. They just
wanted us to be kids and not worry about it. I wish they
would have [told us more] because that would have
given me insight for the future. [I wish they had been]
more open, like say, “Listen, here is where we are at.
Here is our goal. Here is what we have to spend and
what we want to save for.”
Other reasons participants gave for why sharing the family budget may be helpful in teaching children about money
included that doing so can be a good model for children’s
own budget and this modeling can provide children with
realistic expectations of what their finances may be like
when they are adults. For example, Camila (Hispanic female
Millennial) said,
[I wish my parents had] sat down and…laid it all out
and budgeted and did that net worth thing. I think that
would have been really helpful and prepared us for the
future we would have to face—reality.
Harry (White male Millennial) reasoned,
It probably would have been good to…see what [my
parents’] budget looked like or see what their actual
expenses were so I could recognize how much money
they brought in [and] also how much their expenses
were so I had more realistic expectations. So for me…
prom is like fifty bucks…Things I did in high school
were my expectation of what things cost. I didn’t…
have a real grasp on…the difference between a $30,000
job…versus a $60,000 job and what that buys for a
family. I [wish they had shown me], “OK, you have
a family of six. This is how your expenses are when
you’re trying to take care of that many people.”
Lexi (White female Millennial) similarly expressed frustration at having missed out on this glimpse of financial
reality:
Now I see [that my parents] probably made [their
financial situation] look better than it was…[so as] to
not worry the kids…When you get in the real world,
it’s not that easy…When I got [to college], I saw reality. They should not [have painted such an] easy life.
Millennial participants also highlighted other aspects of
finances that they apparently wished their parents had been
more open with them about, such as bills and expenses, saving, investing, and debt management. Many seemed to feel
that lack of open communication bred an uncomfortable
environment and feelings of stress, concern, and a lack of
trust. Emma (White female Millennial) said, “If [my parents]
were trying to keep [finances] hidden and [not] talk about
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it, then I didn’t feel as comfortable asking [them] about it
because I didn’t want to do something wrong.” Based on
reports, perhaps open communication about the family’s
finances can foster an environment of financial instruction
while also better preparing children for financial capability and independence in emerging adulthood. Focusing on
regrets is an unusual research approach—but the novelty of
this approach also holds promise for a unique contribution to
financial education and planning: a focus on early preventative and multi-generational efforts.

Discussion
The three principles presented here—teaching children more
practical knowledge, giving them more financial stewardship
or responsibility, and communicating more openly about
finances with them—are the three main categories for what
Millennials, parents, and grandparents wished their parents
had taught them about finances, as well as what parents and
grandparents wished they had taught their children (Table 1).
These findings speak powerfully to how a lack of financial
teaching in the home may be a contributing factor in the
current financial challenges being faced by today’s emerging
adults. Critical consideration of these wishes gives insight
into current parental challenges regarding financial teaching as well as directions for family life educators and future
research.
Practical knowledge was overall the most desired thing
that participants wished that their parents had taught
them. They wished they had been taught how to budget,
to invest, and other “what’s” and “how’s” key to financial
adulthood. Participants expressed that if they had been
given more knowledge as children, they would be making
fewer mistakes and be more financially stable as emerging adults and adults. A few barriers were proposed for
parents teaching children practical financial knowledge.
One was that parents might think that their children would
not understand the concepts, even if they did try to teach
them. Additionally, parents might not understand correct financial principles and practices themselves, which
would inhibit their ability to teach them to their children.
Parents might also excuse themselves from teaching practical knowledge because they think that their children will
be taught sufficient information in school or elsewhere.
Parents may also be too infrequent in their teaching for
children to really grasp an understanding of finances.
Comparative to the infamous, uncomfortable “sex talk,”
parents may have the one-and-done mentality towards
teaching their kids about finances. Just one talk rather
than ongoing application may not allow the knowledge to
sink in and stick. In order for children to recall financial
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knowledge when they need it—during their emerging
adult years—they may require more regular, applicable
conversations initiated by their parents throughout the
years.
Participants also wished that their parents had given
them more opportunities for financial stewardship. Valuable financial lessons can be learned through making
financial mistakes. By giving children opportunities to
manage finances early on, children can learn these lessons with minimal risk. Relatively, a 10 year-old makes
$50 mistakes, a 20 year-old makes $5000 mistakes, and a
30 year-old makes $50,000 mistakes. Therefore, allowing
children the freedom to make and learn from financial
mistakes at a young age protects them from making mistakes later on that could have more severe repercussions.
Emerging adults who were not given those opportunities
earlier on are recognizing this and reaping the consequences. Financial responsibility may prepare children for
financial capability and independence in emerging adulthood. Reasoning for why children are not being given
this desired stewardship could include that parents do not
often consider their children’s immense future financial
responsibilities, or that parents may simply not trust their
children with their money. Anecdotal data supported the
idea that parents of Millennials often put a higher stress
on children doing well in school rather than giving them
opportunities to work and be stewards over money. However, these may not need to be mutually exclusive emphases. This lack of financial stewardship could be perpetuating Millennial entitlement issues and misconceptions of
healthy financial practices.
Open communication about the family’s finances was
also strongly desired by participants as a way for parents
to teach children finances more effectively. Open communication provides a way for children to learn both good and
bad examples of how to use money in a safe environment
from parents they trust. This vulnerability may help children learn from their parents’ mistakes rather than having
to make those same mistakes themselves. However, being
open about personal finances, even with children, seems
to be a taboo topic. In the same way parents avoid the “sex
talk” with their children, parents also seem to avoid the
“money talk.” This discomfort may derive from parents’
own financial ineptitude and could partially explain why
so many parents do not share much with their children
about their finances. Additionally, parents may be wary of
their children talking to others about the family financial
situation, or parents may not want their children to worry
themselves about financial challenges the parents are facing. If parents can overcome these barriers for open communication, there could possibly be less financial illiteracy
and more understanding of financial reality in the rising
generation.
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Limitations
We recognize that there are limitations to our study. Our
themes may have arisen in the interviews simply because the
students we interviewed had difficulty accurately remembering what their parents actually taught them because it was
not then applicable to them. However, this limitation implies
that parents need to be instructed in more effective ways
to teach children financial principles and practices so that
children will remember and be able to apply what is taught.
Parents may also need more financial education themselves.
Another limitation is that our sample is primarily made
up of college students enrolled in a family finance class.
It is uncertain how much our findings can be generalized
to all Millennials. Additionally, our sample of parents and
grandparents was relatively small and findings may not be
generalizable to all parents and grandparents of Millennials.
Though we do not claim full theoretical saturation for all
of the themes reported by the students, we believe we are
close. Indeed, we included student participants from three
diverse universities to see if the themes would “hold” in a
variety of environments. We found that the same themes
emerged at all three locations. This is evidence of at least
a moderate level of saturation among student participants.
However, given our much smaller sample of parents and
grandparents, it would be premature to make the same claim
of saturation for them. Indeed, we think there is more to
learn from them and encourage future research to include a
larger parent/grandparent sample.

Implications
In addition to the obvious implications for parents themselves, the three themes that emerged from this study can
assist family life educators, particularly financial educators,
in developing outreach programs and financial education
curricula concerning parental financial education. Educators should not only advise parents on what and how to teach
their children regarding finances; parents should also be
encouraged to teach and talk about finances more frequently.
If educators can help parents effectively and frequently teach
and model financial principles, children may be better able
to remember and apply the principles and practices they are
taught. If parental financial education were to be improved,
these “I wish” statements could turn into “I’m so glad”
statements.
These themes might also be useful for financial planners
and financial therapists as they assist clients who may be
struggling financially. For example, clients may lack sufficient financial knowledge and experience. Clinicians could
benefit from an awareness of the financial socialization
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process and the frustrations clients may feel due to educational deficits.
This qualitative research also suggests many possible
avenues for quantitative inquiry. Future research is needed
to identify which specific aspects of finances are not being
sufficiently taught by parents and what financial outcomes
those deficiencies are linked with in emerging adulthood.
Longitudinal studies that measure varying financial education during childhood and track financial outcomes
as children grow would assist in the pursuit for optimal
parental financial education. It would be interesting to test
whether financial education taking place within families
varies by SES or gender. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to explore how the three shortcomings examined
in this study could be corrected. More diverse sampling
would also improve the generalizability of the assertions
we make throughout this paper.

Conclusion
This paper begins to address a societal-level problem by
bringing to light some of the reasons Millennials may lack
financial capability and independence (i.e., lack of financial knowledge, financial stewardship, and open financial
communication). We hope that parents might use these
findings to be better financial educators to their children so
that future generations will be better prepared for financial
adulthood. Additionally, we hope that educators will assist
parents in this effort. Every effort invested into the financial competence and independence of the rising generation
will reap significant economic and communal rewards that
will help to secure our financial future. We believe these
efforts must start in families, where the greatest financial influence occurs. One final caveat: The purpose of
this paper is not to condemn parents of today’s emerging
adults, but to help them. They have done their best. As
Olivia (White female Millennial) said, “I hope to be half
of the parents my parents are.”
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